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Chapter 4

Order Management

This Chapter exposes how clients’ orders are processed through Blue Chameleon.

User rights for order management (making, viewing, updating,...) can be set
up either at the Modify User Page (Fig.9.17) or the User Right Page (11.2) under
the element

Order management

4.1 Making an order

The steps to register a basic client order are described next.

For orders to be done, the ’Shopping’ menu at the Mer-
chant Configuration Page (9.1.5) must be set to any other
value than ’disabled’.

4.1.1 Choosing articles and filling-up the shopping cart

Following will bring you to a list of all categories sorted by types.
Click on the category which holds the to-be-ordered article, for instance ’Crackers’ and
thus will be displayed a list of all articles contained therein, along with their unit price.

They are sorted according to what had been chosen for the ’Article order:’ menu
on the related category’s page (3.1.2.2). Clicking on the article to order, for example
Cheddar Crackers Box, leads to a page listing this item’s unit price, its availability, its

description the quantity to be ordered and a button.
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Figure 4.1: Preparing an order of 3 Cheddar Crackers Boxes.

This choosing process is summed up on Fig.4.1.

These pictures have been chosen while creating/modifying the article type (3.1.2.1/3.2.2.1),
category (3.1.2.2/3.2.2.1) and article (3.1.1/3.2.1.1).

Validating via then leads to the Shopping Cart Page (Fig.4.2).

There, you can either or directly . You can
also change an article’s quantity (putting it to zero will remove it from the cart).

Proceeding to checkout will finally bring you to a page where you select the ordering
client by looking for her/him with a fill-in field or alphabetical click list. Once your client
is chosen, for instance John Smith, the Make Order Page is next.
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Figure 4.2: The Shopping Cart Page, showing that 3 Cheddar Crackers Boxes
are currently in the shopping cart.

Making ordering easier

• Various layout/quantity options for ordering (3.3.1.3) can be set dur-
ing article configuration ;

• If some articles will never have to be ordered anyway, they can be hidden
from the order screen (as seen in the middle of Fig.4.1) by setting, on the
Create/Modify Article Page (3.1/3.2.1.1), the ’Order article:’ menu to ’Not
Orderable’ ;

• If a whole article type contains not-orderable articles, it can be fully hidden
from the Order context by setting its visibility to None (3.3.3.1) ;

• To restrain ordering according to users, set accordingly the ’Article ordering
level:’ menus for the related category (3.3.4.2.1) and user (9.17) ;

• To make the ordering of single/multiple articles quicker and less prone to
mistakes, fine-tune the ordering quantity settings for the related category
(3.3.4.2.3).

4.1.2 The Make Order Page

This page, illustrated on Fig.4.3, allows you mainly to verify every information necessary
to the order before completing and, if needed, modify some.
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Figure 4.3: (Left :) The Make Order Page, enabling to modify the order’s
details ; (Right :) last screen before final order validation.

First, the order day is set to the current day but can modified. The salesperson’s
name, if any, can be picked (9.6).

The client’s general information appears already filled-in, as it has been defined dur-
ing her/his creation (2.1) ; below is the list of ordered items. The delivery part then lists,
for each item, the article delivery method and the delivery address to fill in. Then, the
payment method.
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Successful order registering requires :

• at least one article delivery method (4.5.1) ;

• at least one payment method (6.4.1) ;

• this article delivery method must be supported by this payment method
(6.4.1.1) ;

• at least one invoice delivery method (5.4.4).

Finally, to whom the invoice will be named (by default, the ordering client, but it can

be ’d) and the client’s billing method, by default set to the one that is defined
on her/his profile.

Once everything is correctly set, click on : this will lead
to a page letting you check out the order’s details before final validation, done by

(Fig.4.3).

Finally, next screen as displayed at Fig.4.4 shows if order has been successfully regis-
tered and, if yes, the order number (see below). It also shows as a reminder if items have
to be supplied (4.4.3).

Figure 4.4: Screen confirming that order has been registered.

4.1.3 Gift wrapping

If the ’Gift wrapping’ option has been enabled at the Merchant Configuration Page
(9.1.5), the Make Order Page will provide the following, allowing to add a personalized
text to the order :
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4.1.4 Adding an order attribute

User rights for order attribute creation/deletion can be set up either at the
Modify User Page (Fig.9.17) or the User Right Page (11.2) under the element

Order attribute management

Similarly as for variable detail keys concerning articles (3.5.2.3), it is possible, as de-
scribed in Fig.4.5, to create a field that will be used, while making the order, to add
further information.

Figure 4.5: Adding an order attribute that will be an optional field dedicated
to leave a small comment.

It is to note that a given order attribute aims to particularize that order itself, while
a variable detail key aims to particularize the ordered article(s).

4.1.5 Order statuses

Order statuses that you want to be supported are chosen at the Merchant Configuration
Page (9.1.5). Below are listed all of them :
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• In progress : the invoice for this order has not been created yet (this is of course
the default status for a newly-made order) : it can be seen for the order featured
on Fig.4.6 ;

• Available ;

• Delivered ;

• Completed : the payment for this order has been registered (5.6.2) ;

• Canceled : the order has been canceled voluntarily (4.4.2) ;

• In suspense ;

• Invoiced : the invoice for this order has been created ; it shifts to ’Invoice (paid)’
once payment has been registered.

4.1.6 The order number

As seen in Fig.4.4, order numbers are generated by pasting the current year, month and
day, and a five-digit number aimed to differentiate between orders created on a same day.

4.2 Searching orders

A search tool makes it simple to find any order by means of various information. To get

to the Search Order Page, follow .

On subsequent page, as shows Fig.4.6, various search criteria can be inputed :

• an order number (4.1.6), or part thereof ;

• an article ;

• a category ;

• the order’s status (4.1.5) ;

• who registered it (user or salesperson).

Through the ’Display:’ menu, result orders can be narrowed by those which have
already been invoiced.

Once all relevant information has been given, search is run by clicking on .
Then will be displayed a list of orders sorted by date, order number, client (as a click-link
to that client’s Client Management Page), status.

Each one of the listed order numbers is a click-link to the Order Details Page, whose
details are cleared up below.

Also, each of the orders, whatever its status is, can be modified thanks to ,
leading to the Modify Order Page, whose details are explained below at 4.4.1.
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Figure 4.6: An example of order search.

4.3 The Order Details Page

This page, shown at Fig.4.7 is accessed in whatever context where an order number
appears as a click-link, for instance after an order search (4.2) or when checking the stock
situation of an article (3.6.5.1). It lists every useful information to the order it concerns :

• the date at which this order has been done ;

• the number assessed to it (4.1.6) ;

• its status (4.1.5) ;

• the payment status (5.6.1) ;

• the payment method (6.4.1) ;

• the delivery method (4.5) ;

• the client’s general information : name, address,... ;

• the list of articles this order holds, each one of these as a click-link to its View
Article Page.

If this order has already been invoiced (5.1.1), the related invoice(s) can be

directly accessed through .

Eponymous buttons also allows to modify (4.4.1) or cancel (4.4.2) this order.

Finally, this page provides a button which enables to take ordered items
from stock, provided that these items are stock-supported (3.3.4.3).
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Figure 4.7: The Order Details Page.

4.4 Order follow-up

All operations related to order management are described below.

4.4.1 Modifying an order

Sometimes, some order information such as order date, payment method, delivery method,...
has to be modified : this is the Modify Order Page’s goal as featured on Fig.4.8, which

is accessed through the button as found at an Order Details Page (4.3).

4.4.2 Canceling an order

Should a client unexpectedly cancel an order she/he made, this is done through ,
as available at the Order Details Page (4.3), for instance after an order search. This op-
tion is not available in the case of a subscription that already began.

If an order to be canceled had been already invoiced (5.1.1) , the following prompt
appears, enabling to also cancel related invoice :
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Figure 4.8: The Modify Order Page, with a multitude of choices for modifi-
cations.
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4.4.3 Supplying items

The button is only available if the ordered article
has been associated with a stock article (3.10).

At the end of an order (as seen on Fig.4.4) (or from the Order Details Page), click

on ; then displays what is shown at Fig.4.9 : three items (Cheddar Crackers
Boxes) from the stock location they are at (here ’Main Warehouse’) are to be chosen.

Click on at the bottom of the page when done.

Figure 4.9: Picking stock items from their location to fulfill the order.

The Order Details Page finally features what is featured on Fig.4.10.
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Figure 4.10: The Order Details Page, now showing the stock items that have
been taken out of stock for this order.

4.5 Article delivery management

User rights for article delivery management (creating, modifying, sets,...) can
be set up either at the Modify User Page (Fig.9.17) or the User Right Page (11.2)
under the element

Delivery management

Well-defined article delivery methods for every need is a must ; Blue Chameleon allows
to define as many article delivery methods as you wish, based upon four types : deliver
order by mail, pick up order at shop, contact the client if order is ready, or none at all
(which is the default type).

For instance, it is possible to create a ’pick up order at shop’ delivery method for
every sale outlet (9.2) your company owns ; for mail orders, different shipping companies
could be handled as also the delivery costs.

Delivery methods for invoices and reminders are explained at 5.4.4.

4.5.1 Managing article delivery methods

The button, as accessible via

, leads to a page for which an example is
shown at Fig.4.11.

There, for instance, a delivery method for orders to be picked at a certain shop is
defined ; the delivery type ’Pick up order at shop’ is selected, and a delivery method
label (which will be the name through which this delivery method appears) is filled in.

At the bottom the page, the new delivery method can be assessed a status : visible,
hidden in front-office and hidden.
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Figure 4.11: Adding a delivery method for orders that will be picked directly
at a store.

Finally, a default or specific ’delivery’ external account (6.1.1) and a credit note ac-
count (6.2.2) are to be associated with the new delivery method.

The page accessed via the path written above lists all created methods, and each of

them can be updated or deleted thanks to and . Clicking on the
method’s name shows its details.

4.5.1.1 Delivery costs

In the above example, picking the order at shop does not lead to delivery costs ; for mail
orders, on the other hand (as for any undefined-type delivery method with costs), deliv-
ery costs have to be defined. Blue Chameleon provides the handling of delivery costs,
whenever these depend or do not depend on the total price of what has been ordered.

While on the delivery method creation page, clicking on ’Delivery costs:’ leads
to a page where a number of conditions can be given for this aim.

For instance, Fig.4.12 shows the process if we simply wish to define a delivery method
that costs 3 whatever the total price of the order is.
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Figure 4.12: Adding a mail delivery method that always costs 3 per sending.

Just one condition is added, then, on the appearing line Condition is set to ’None’
and Cost is set to 3. Taxes are defined for this delivery method cost, featuring as many
tax categories (6.3.1) and the corresponding tax codes (6.3.2) as previously defined.

Now, we want for example to define a delivery method that :

• has a basis price of 3 ;

• costs 8 if order price is below 10 ;

• 16 if order price is between 10 and 20 ;

• 24 if order price is above 20.

As Fig.4.13 shows :

• four conditions are ’ed ;

• the first (fixed cost) is set as above, i.e. with the condition menu set to ’None’ while
the three other menus are set to ’Total price’ ;

• for these three other conditions, Min and Max fields set accordingly to the price
limits defined above ;

• for the last line, Max is set to 0 to mean that there is no upper limit ;

• finally, the Cost fields are filled with the 8, 16 and 24 costs.

The details of this method then appear clearly when it is viewed, as shows Fig.4.14.
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Figure 4.13: Adding a mail delivery method whose costs depend on the or-
der’s amount.

Figure 4.14: The cost details for ’VERY Secured mail’ article delivery
method.

4.5.2 Creating and modifying delivery methods sets

Delivery method sets are used to gather (article only) delivery methods and are accessed

via ; for them to be defined, they have to be enabled while
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at the Merchant Configuration Page (9.1.5). The creation of a method set includes a
label, i.e. a name and the delivery methods it holds by ticking boxes.

An example is displayed at Fig.4.15.

Figure 4.15: Defining a delivery method set grouping all delivery-by-mail
methods.

4.6 Using the cash register

Blue Chameleon allows one or several virtual cash register(s) to be attached to a par-
ticular shop (9.2). Created in the way described at 9.2.1, they can be assessed various
payment (6.4.1) and billing (5.4.4) methods.

A sale through such a cash register can be recorded via , where
a list of shops with associated cash registers is proposed. As detailed on Fig.4.16, different
options are possible on the then displaying Shop Sale Page.

The selecting of article(s) to be sold and buying client as cleared up below, can be
done in no particular sequence.

4.6.1 Selecting an article

Fig.4.17 shows how to select an article for a shop sale. Search criteria include a full or
partial article name as well as the related type, category and status.
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Figure 4.16: The Shop Sale Page.

If article is stock-supported (3.3.4.3) :

• the ’Code:’ (3.6.1.4) field may also be used ;

• its serial number will have to be inputed, for instance :

The quantity of a non-stock-supported article can be adjusted thanks to the ,

buttons ; for that matter, the latter will have no effect on an article which related
category is set with ’single occurrence of article with a quantity of 1’ (3.3.4.2.3).

Any article can be removed by pressing as many times as necessary to put its
quantity to zero, whereupon it will disappear from the list.

Once done, another article can be added again via the same process.

It is to note that the ’Article’ field as seen on the Shop Sale Page (Fig.4.16) can also
be used to input directly a serial number.

If not already done, a client has to be selected (4.6.2) in order to conclude the sale
(4.6.3).
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Figure 4.17: Selecting an article for a shop sale.
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Figure 4.18: Selecting a client for a shop sale.

4.6.2 Selecting a client

If a default client for this shop has been defined (9.12), it is possible to select her/him

directly via the eponymous button. Otherwise, this is to be done via ;
then, what is shown on Fig.4.18 will be displayed.

At the bottom of the frame lies the list of unpaid invoices that this client has, with

the possibility to select each of them in order to .

If not already done, an article has to be selected (4.6.1) in order to conclude the sale
(4.6.3).

4.6.3 Concluding the sale

Once both a client and article(s) have been selected, the sale can be concluded as shown
in Fig.4.19.

The registering process for a shop sale is detailed at the Invoices & Payments Chapter
(5.6.3).
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Figure 4.19: Concluding the sale by registering payment.
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4.6.4 Returning an item

Returning an item from the Cash register requires phys-
ical stock management to be enabled while at the Merchant
Configuration Page (9.1.4) and also unrestricted user rights
for ’Stock management’ (11.2).

It may happen that an item, previously provided from stock, is returned by the client
because of any reason.

The Shop Sale environment then allows to put back this item into the stock, as ex-
plained on Fig.4.20.

There :

• after a cash register is selected, the button (as seen on Fig.4.16) is
clicked ;

• the article related to the stock item to return is searched (as in Fig.4.17) ;

• the serial number of the item to return is selected ;

• the related order then displays, with possibility to either :

– return the item into stock, along with a short description to as why ;

– exchange (3.6.5.14) it against a similar one.

As a result, in this example, the Stock Details Page (3.6.5.3) for this item will then
show :
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Figure 4.20: Returning a previously-sold, stock-managed item.
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4.7 Sales Statistics

User rights for viewing sales statistics can be set up either at the Modify User
Page (Fig.9.17) or the User Right Page (11.2) under the element

Sales management

Blue Chameleon also allows you to get a statistical view of your sales through time,

via . Statistics can be processed and displayed in a monthly or yearly
way, with two kinds of graphs, number of orders (Fig.4.21) and turnover (Fig.4.22) and
two kinds of tables, overview (Fig.4.23) and order details (Fig.4.24).

Figure 4.21: Graph showing an example of order evolution, during one year.
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Figure 4.22: Graph showing an example of turnover evolution, during one
year.
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Figure 4.23: Table showing example data of turnover evolution, during one
year.

Figure 4.24: Table showing example data of orders (broken down by order
status), during one year.
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